I certify that I have measured the above trophy on _______________________________________________ at
(address)_____________________________________ City______________________ State_______________
and that these measurements and data are to the best of my knowledge and belief are correct.
Witness:_____________________________________

Signature:__________________________________
Official ODWC Measurer

FAIR CHASE STATEMENT FOR HUNTER-TAKEN TROPHIES

For the purpose of entry into the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation’s Cy Curtis record book, only
animals meeting the Boone and Crockett Club’s® standards for fair chase and rules of hunter conduct are eligible.
Animals taken with the following methods or under the following conditions are ineligible:
I. Spotting or herding game from the air, followed by landing in its vicinity for the purpose of pursuit and shooting;
II. Herding or chasing with the aid of any motorized equipment;
III. Use of electronic communication devices to guide hunters to game, artificial lighting, electronic light intensifying devices (night vision optics), sights with built-in electronic range-finding capabilities, thermal imaging
equipment, electronic game calls or cameras/timers/motion tracking devices that transmit images and other
information to the hunter;
IV. Confined by artificial barriers, including escape-proof fenced enclosures;
V. Transplanted for the purpose of commercial shooting;
VI. By the use of traps or pharmaceuticals;
VII. While swimming, helpless in deep snow, or helpless in any other natural or artificial medium;
VIII. On another hunter’s license;
IX. Not in full compliance with the game laws or regulations of the federal government or of the state of
Oklahoma;
I certify that the trophy scored on this chart was not taken in violation of the conditions listed above. In signing this statement, I understand that if the information provided on this entry is found to be misrepresented
or fraudulent in any respect, it will not be accepted into the Awards Program and 1) all of my prior entries are
subject to deletion from future editions of Cy Curtis record book; and 2) future entries may not be accepted.
FAIR CHASE, as defined by the Boone and Crockett Club®, is the ethical, sportsmanlike and lawful pursuit and
taking of any free-ranging wild, native North American big game animal in a manner that does not give the
hunter an improper advantage over such game animals.
I certify that the trophy scored on this chart was taken as defined by the above rules set forth by the Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife Conservation. I release this information to the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation for publishing.
Date:_______________________________		

Signature of Owner:________________________________

